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would—not in terms of individuals who were there and happened to do things but in terms of functions and social groups,
classes and roles, that existed and were a part of history. And
not just any accidental part, since his historical materialist
vision was at that time (the 1950’s) a progressivist vision of
society rising through certain places and ultimately leading to
socialism. If there was a niche for us in history, it was as a part
of this story of how our civilization reached its present place—
it was something important, necessary, and essential. In his
research, Harry was using the word berdache to head all of
his notes: “Berdache—origin of the priest craft specialists in
ancient Mesopotamia,” “Berdache—medieval fool traditions,”
and so on.

EURO
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Others have also applied the traditional tribal roles of the
berdache and the shaman to the roles gay men play in society today. But are these comparisons really that applicable?
Some say that this is an appropriation, a cultural rip-off.
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The Geography
of Gender
An Interview with Will Roscoe by Mark Thompson
You were among the first of the post-Stonewall generation to
announce your gay identity in college. Historically, that’s a
unique precedent. What was your coming out period like?
It was in the beginning of 1975, and I discovered there was a
small network of gay people at the local university I attended.
We formed this intense little queeny gay world. And we were
just terrible. We terrorized that town. We had no fear of anything. At one point four of us, three women and I, were taking
a sociology class in participant observation. Our project was
that we would have people act in obviously gay ways while
other people wrote down the reactions of whoever was around.
Bowling alleys, restaurants, shopping markets, dancing together, dressing like queens, wearing suits and ties but holding
hands—we tried all these combinations all over town.
There was one friend—”Prissy” was his name—who was a
real role model for me because he knew how to do everything. He could sew, he could make dresses, he knew how to
do drag, he knew how to make a delicious meal with four dollars, and he could fix his truck. And I thought, That’s it! That’s
the way to be. No limits at all. I’ve never left that image; it’s
been the core of my message about gays. We ought to be
able to do anything, and we do.
(Harry) Hay has played a profound role in your life, as he has
in many others. During the early eighties you came to Los
Angeles for several months in order to work with him. What
did you learn?
What I discovered was that Harry had really sought out our
role in history in the way a good historical materialist

Berdaches and shamans are different, and it’s very important
to draw out this distinction. Shamans classically belong to small
tribal societies, although not exclusively. They are involved in
ecstatic experiences and contact with the otherworld, and they
work very much on their own. The shaman is extremely liminal
and ambivalent morally and socially. The berdache is a social,
collective figure—a specialist, a cultural worker, a priest, an
artist. A berdache is a person who mediates the divisions and
contradictions within the community, as opposed to the
shaman, who works with the outside.
These are very important traditions. We know all about the
shaman because he appeals to Western, individualistic, heroic
patterns. We don’t know about the berdache because they wore
dresses; their history has been suppressed and their voices
squelched. Even gay people today feel ambivalent about the
berdache. But to me the berdache figure is the one for us to look
toward as gay people. They did magics or healing, meditation,
and unification. They could foretell the future and predict the
weather. And you didn’t ever want to get one mad at you
because their curses had an uncanny way of coming true.
Now, the things that
I’ve just told you hold
true for the hijras in
India, the mahu in
Polynesia, and the
galli in the ancient
world. But no one is
asking the questions
of what were these
powers and why?
What is it about
being queer that enables you to read someone’s aura or foretell the future? Or heal? That’s what I wanted to know.
Do people resonate with your point of view when you go out
into the community to speak, or do they think you must be crazy?
They love it, they’re hungry for it. I’ve been in every part of this
country (USA), and I’ve talked to every kind of gay audience,
and they absolutely can’t get enough of it. Even the straight
people are excited about the idea that there could be a third
or a fourth gender. My goal is to take my magic wand and
say to gay people, “You’re all berdaches.” I want to help gay
people realize that.
continues on the following page
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Is the notion of third and fourth
gender a way out of the nurture versus nature, social constructionist versus essen- tialist
impasse that most of gay study
seems mired in?

Well, no, because that impasse
is an issue of self-esteem. Until
individuals can get past this
lack of self-esteem, they’re not going to be able to get past the
kind of very narrow, assimilationist perspective that underlies
social constructionism.
What do you mean by self-esteem in this case?
People with a strongly ideological social-constructionist stand
are saying that we have nothing in common with the
berdache—that they were socially constructed differently. They
claim you cannot use the word gay when you talk about the
berdache, that we were invented when the term homosexual
was invented in 1869. One of the leading scholars in gay
studies recently published a book titled One Hundred Years of
Homosexuality, and he really means it. He thinks it’s a great
thing to be able to announce that we have only one hundred
years of history.
We’ve struggled so far to find gay presence in history, and
now we’re losing it. Why? Because the problem is that there’s
a long, interesting history of social practices, of ever-changing
forms of identity and social roles. But it’s a continuity of radical queens and not of nice, polite, middle-class, bourgeois,
academic homos.
Now, I’m picking my words extremely carefully when I say
”social practices and social roles.” I’m not talking about some
kind of gene or something like that. I’m talking about things
that people learn, a continuity of learning.
It’s almost a truism now to say that some people are homosexuals, which describes a sexual act, but some people are
gay, which is an identity based on something beyond whom
we fuck. I could go into any gay community in North America
and make that statement, and ninety-nine percent of the people would know exactly what I mean. But the majority of gay
academics I know would hate that. They would have all these
intellectual arguments against the essentializing that’s
involved. And that’s why we’re stuck.
You’ve got the grass roots who believe one thing, but the gay
leadership and intelligentsia who won’t see the queens and
the radical body experiments or hear the strange things we
say, like, “I know I’m different from straight people; I know that
I can do things socially and spiritually that straight people
can’t do.” They’re smart enough people to know there’s something there, but then they create these elaborate rationalizations like social constructionism in order to say that there’s
nothing there. They still very much want to reach the top of the
hetero world for love and recognition. They need the acceptance of straight people more than that of their gay brothers
and sisters.
That kind of behavior if typical of the survivors of abuse. We’re
all survivors of abuse because our parents raised us to be straight
and we’re really gay, and despite all their best intentions that’s
one of the worst forms of abuse there is. So we learn that it’s

safe to hurt the ones you love. You don’t hurt the ones who are
truly dangerous and evil because you’re afraid of them. We
reserve our greatest judgmentalism for others just like us.
How is the berdache relevant to our lives today? The image of
a cross-dressing tribal priest or craft specialist seems so
remote, almost unrecognizable to modern people.
We’ve got to realize that as long as we live within a heterosexist system that decrees that there are only two genders and
therefore only one sexual orientation—the attraction between
these two opposites—we’re going to lose out. We’re going to
be counterfeit, substitute, anomalous, half-men or half-women,
failed men or failed women, sick men or sick women. The best
that heterosexism has to offer us is androgyny. But androgyny
is still contained within the male and the female.
Most gays still won’t open their eyes to this horrific structure
Christopher Isherwood called the “heterosexual dictatorship.”
But as long as we’re contained within that, we’re just not
going to come off looking very good. A third gender and
fourth gender is entirely consistent with our understanding of
the social construction of gender: that is, if it’s socially constructed, then why can’t there be more that two? A third and
fourth gender helps us to imagine ourselves as complete,
autonomous, coherent, logical beings, not necessarily having
anything to do with male or female.
All this relates to the story I told about the jump rope (see
below). I did what was right for me. I didn’t want to identify
male orfemale. I think my experience characterizes the gay
attitude toward gender, which
more than anything is actually
indifference toward gender.

...there
might be
third and
even
fourth
gender

One of the most disastrous
assumptions about gays is that we
are a people without social purpose. A person without a meaningful social role can be more
easily dismissed.

That’s why the berdache is so
important. The social responsibility, the accountability, the function—it’s not just that these people were accepted out of some sort of notion of liberal enlightenment. That’s completely foreign to Native American tribes.
Berdaches were accepted because of the work they did,
because of the work that they did for the community. ★

“Like the Berdache, Will Roscoe follows a contrary path. He can trace
feeling different from others back to his first days at school. ‘I didn’t
know what it was that the boys did during recess, but I wanted to jump
rope,’ he recalls. ‘So I brought a jump rope to school, only to discover
that it was a girl thing. I didn’t chose jumping rope because it was a
gendered activity. I chose it because it was personally right for me.’”
The above interview and quotation are taken out of Gay Soul: Finding
the Heart of Gay Spirit and Nature, a book of interviews and photographs by Mark Thompson. In addition to Will Roscoe, the book
includes interviews with fifteen more writers, healers, teachers, and
visionaries, including Harry Hay, Ram Dass, Joseph Kramer, Andrew
Ramer, and Andrew Harvey. It should be available at your local gay &
lesbian bookstore or on the internet from Amazon.com. Or you can
borrow it from Lekker Ding.
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Our ‘Mission’ Statement I
a proposal... still
Having a mission statement or a statement of purpose is necessary when registering the EuroFaeries as a non-profit organization/stichting. The following statement was compiled by Kulov
from last summer’s surveys, as well as from statements of other
similar organizations. It is meant to define the EuroFaeries and
its long-term goal in an ambiguous-enough manner which will
be pertinent to the movement for at least the next decade. As is
here, the statement is a bit too long and it’s suited more
for our ‘missionary’ brochure than for the registration process. The business committee will
edit and finalize it during our Second
Annual Business Afternoon, sometimes in
January. But this is, so far, the result of
the opinion poll from the summer
issue. It is still subject to change, so if
you have any comments or suggestions, please direct them to Kulov, no
later than January 15th.

★★★

T

he EuroFaeries is a movement of
gay, lesbian, bisexual, trans -gendered people and their supporters, who
believe that they have an unique identity, a separate cultural heritage, and a special purpose
within humanity. The movement’s goal is to
help people find that purpose and special place
within western social structures by creating a safe
space in which each individual can grow spiritually, creatively and psychologically.
The EuroFaeries intent is to provide alternatives to
urban gay culture 1) by creating a context for the discovery, exploration and expression of gay spirituality,
through the acknowledgment of playfulness and creativity
as integral parts of that spirituality; 2) by acknowledging the
importance of nature and its forces within gay spirituality; 3)
by fostering, in each individual, a personal search for gay
spiritual identity; 4) by acknowledging and accepting the fluidity of gender; 5) by allowing for freedom of expression without judgement.
The EuroFaeries is to also encourage each individual 1) to live
cooperatively rather than competitively, through achieving
greater intimacy and trust; 2) to make a personal commitment
to the community; 3) to create a supportive network and a
resource through its membership.
The EuroFaeries, as an organization, has the commitment to the
process of group consensus without suppressing individuality. It
is to also strive to never let organizational structure overtake it’s
goals and intentions. It order to achieve the aforementioned
goals, the movement will produce a community newsletter,
as well as annual programming of meetings, circles, workshops and a few international gatherings. It’s long-term
material goal is to obtain a property which will be used as
a community center and a place for gatherings. Any donations to the organization are tax deductible. ★

f you haven’t yet got our new fundraising items, here they are
again. They’ll be around for the next couple of years, but in
the spirit of becoming more ‘official’ we thought that you
might want to order some again.
We hadn’t figured out the
added-value-tax finances and
realized that we weren’t really
fundraising, so we’ve had to
increase the t-shirt prices. Save
on shipping by ordering now
and picking up your items at our
next EuroFaerie event.

t-shirts:
Our t-shirts are 100% cotton and are
available in Mediums(M), Larges(L) &
Extra-Larges(XL). They are black and all art is printed in hot
pink. The front carries our EuroFaerie butterfly logo, which is
printed to the left, right where the heart is. The back of the t-shirt
has ‘EuroFaeries’ written across the upper half.Prices per t-shirt
are as follows (shipping is not included):
30 Dutch Guilders
28 German Marks
18 US Dollars
12 British Pounds

front
back

post
cards:

front: Summer Murmurs (the site and playground of EuroFaerie gatherings for spiritual
queer folk in Terschelling, The Netherlands)
concept: Kulov, photography: Eunice ©

Eunice used special filters to get that intense
blue of the Terschelling
sky in combination with
the green grass &
Kulov’s bright orange hair, listening for faerie murmurs on the
ground. We wish that we can show it to you here in color, but
that’s not possible. Trust us, it’s absolutely gorgeous!
Prices per postcard are as follows (shipping is not included):
www.eurofaerie.org

even
straight
people are
excited
about the
idea that...

1 Dutch Guilder
1 German Mark / 1 US Dollar / 75 British Pennies
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Please write your name & address on a separate sheet. For shipping charges, add 20% of your subtotal for European deliveries
and 40% of your subtotal for any deliveries outside of Europe.
For payment, you can mail cash, at your own risk, to our ‘headquarters’ or deposit your total sum straight into our EuroFaerie
bank account to: D. Kulov, Postbank Nederland, Berkel en
Rodenrijs, account no. 7847541.
items

how many size

subtotal:
shipping: +
20% inside Europe, 40% everywhere else
total: =

price

Y

esterday, as I sat to revise my draft of this meditation on
Yule, I simply had to get up and walk out into the sun. After
many short and gradually shortening and grey days, I felt an
irrepressible need, despite the sudden drop into winter cold,
to go into the sun, making one of its brief appearances in
those few disappearing seconds we call afternoon between
now and Yule. And, yet my thoughts could not entirely let go
of the clock’s ticking and the calendar’s marks and my agenda book, ever-filled with scheduled commitments to finish
responding to my students’ essays, to plan meetings, to continue my own writing—including the need, working as I do in
the last moment, to meet my deadline, scheduled as it must be
a month in advance of Yule.
When I started these meditations
at Spring Equinox, I tried to
describe how “we live in two
times, a time of historical engagement and a time of eternal, yet
changing, pattern. We live on a
line and on a circle. History
moves, shifts, staggers forward
and backward; the wheel of the
year turns and re-turns.” In the
midst of all our contemporary concerns and immediate commitments and historical engagement,
we revolve nonetheless along the tide of the turning year.
Entering the tide of darkness in the northern hemisphere of our
turning planet, we await the re-born sun. We call the sun from
the womb of night. Telling the ancient story of the Sun Child’s
birth in the longest night, we learn again and again the magic
of darkness giving way to light, the eternal pattern and vital
cycle of the turning wheel of the year.

we call the
sun from
the womb of
night

So, I walked away from my clocks and calendars and bursting
agenda book, and I walked, in the dwindling sun of late afternoon in late fall, toward the westerly sun, as far as I could go
without swimming. I walked to feel the immediate and eternal
time, our “now” which rolls like a tide of darkness toward the
birth of the Lord of Life, the Infant Light, the Blazing One, the
Horned One. Born in innocence and joy,
the Infant Light returns at Yule, on
December 21, 1998. “Silent
Night, Holy Night/All is calm, all
is bright.”
Yes, it’s beginning to look a
lot like Christmas—Santa’s
making that list and merchants will sell you whatever
your credit can get. Besides
living in two times—a line
and a circle—we live in layers. Witches and other

We call the sun from the womb of night, and with it our reborn
hopes and plans for our world. We wait in the gathering darkness for the Child Sun. At Yule, witches will wait through an
all-night vigil for the dawn that turns toward light. Fires will
blaze, candles be lit, intentions born and re-born. Light a candle throughout the longest night and charge it with your intention, with what you will to be re-born. We call the sun from
the womb of night. Blessed Be! ★
The editoress doesn’t know anything about Magna Carta, except
that she’s connected to the New York faeries and that this article
was originally written for Faeriegram, their monthly newsletter. The editoress hopes that Ms. Carta contacts us here at eff, so we can put
a little blurb about her in the next issue.

Faerie Songs
supplied to us by Franz
This is a song I learned on Terschelling during Summer of 97:

Dear friend, queer friend;
Let me tell you, how I’m feeling;
You have given me such pleasure;
I love you so!
A Sufistic song, that I learned at a Tarikat School:

All I ask of you is for ever to remember me
as loving you.
Ish kh’ allah ma budh l’illah.
One of the happy Sufistic songs:

Ish kh’ allah ma budh l’illah
Let your heart fly open (4x)
Singing allah (4x)

(3x)

A four-elements song:

Tall trees, warm fire, strong winds,
deep water;
I feel it in my body, I feel it in my soul.
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He said, “you’re so big and muscular,
you could be a man dressed up as a
woman, “No,” she said, “but I could be
a midget dressed up as a giant.”

I

t was something I overheard sitting at a Burger King over a
decade ago. Yes, I was a meat eater back then and this fastfood restaurant was the only familiar place where I could go
during the break of a day-long art conference in a strange
neighborhood in Chicago. And I’m glad that I did, for later on
I used this quote in some of my art projects, including on one
of my best-selling t-shirts. Back then, I was ingrigued by it’s surrealism and abmiguity. Today, I love the brilliant commentary
it makes on gender and size—constructs that very much affect
human identity. It’s sort of timeless.

As I got older, gender became an important issue in my life. I
realized how much of human identity was built upon it and
how much it was connected to power. I also realized that the
gay communtiy appropriates heterosexual gender roles without questioning them. Here, I’m not only talking about tops &
bottoms, leather men & drag queens, but also how we automatically adopt the sexism inherent in heterosexual culture.
How many gay men are turned off my effeminite or overweight queers? And how many of those queers turn to a snappy drag-queen personae, which seems to be the only way to
get attention in urban gay life, while still protecting emotional
territory (see A Broad Abroad in our (eu)RFD)? How many gay
men religiously go to the gym, so they can get rid of fat—a
feminine feature—in their bodies (see photos in Stomp, in this
issue)? And how many wince upon referring to them as “she,”
vehemently reclaiming territory by saying,”he, please, I’m a
man.”
So, I went out into the streets and found out how difficult it is
to get a date while I was in drag. Or to catch a taxi (see also
Stomp). And I became a feminist, a gender fucker. I would
subversively pass out my fake business cards, saying either
“Housewife,” “Working Mother,” or “Gender Warrior,” at
public events and gatherings. My experiences brought me to
the conclusion that there is a big difference between being
male and being a man, between being female and being a
woman. The former refers to our biological identity and the latter to our social one. And about two years ago, I launched a
personal campaign to get people to refer to me as a woman,
as a “she.” In turn, I as well referred to everything in this gender. I figured that since the English language doesn’t have
polite and familiar forms, it could also have only a single gender pronoun. Then, maybe, gender differences will dissipate.
Indentity is a construct of language or is language a construct
of identity? In any case, I was especially honored when
women started to refer to me as a “she”, as one of them.
But I’m a male, identifying as a woman. Does that make me a
faerie? Is this my ‘third’ gender? These are some of the topics
I’m bringing up in this issue, with one of my monologues and
with thoughts by Will Roscoe and Tinkerbell. I wish that Viking
Diva had also sent in her promised article about Estonian and
Finnish—languages that don’t use gender pronouns at all. And
of course, I bring an Anglo-Saxon perspective to it all—my
American sensibilities and experiences are still very much with
me. I’ve heard that gender is not really an issue on this con-

and:

The wind, the water, the fire, the earth,
return, return, return, return
hey, hey, hey, hey, hey; ho, ho, ho, ho...
continues after Tinkerbell’s essay
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tinent, but I’m not completely sure about that. So, I wonder
why Dutch gay men seem so overtly masculine. Is it because
women have such strong hold in Dutch society or is it because
this is a culture that encourages everyone to blend in? Or why
do people here also feel uncomfortable when one doesn’t
shave one’s legs or doesn’t put on make-up when he wears
dresses? How really comfortable with gender are people, and
especially gay men, on this continent?
Over a decade ago, I decided to change my name, to be just
Kulov. It was a beginning of a personal transformation, of a
journey that very much had to do with who I was and still am
today—my identity. At the beginning, I was very much offended by anyone who would call me differently—I would get
defensive and snappy. But today, it really doesn’t matter what
people call me—Kulov or otherwise, he or she. I basically know
who I am and don’t need to claim territory by defending myself
about words which only try to represents my identity. But this
really has to do with self-confidence, which in my opinion, is
the gay community’s most
important issue. Gender is only
secondary, but by working on
that, we really work on our selfconfidence and our confidence
as a community.
Food for thought, or thought for
food. Send in your comments.
Until the next issue, stay LOVely
like KuLOVly,

Kulov, Gender Warrior. ★

agenderjoke
sent to us by Nathalie Mége, a potential lesbian
faerie from Paris

A

group of guys and one girl are sitting together at a football game. During the game, the guys notice that the girl
knows much more about the game then they do, and are really impressed.
After the game they ask her, “How is it that you know so much
about football?” She replies, “Well, I used to by a guy and got
a sex change.” The guys are amazed, but very curious about
the process. “What was the most painful part of the process?
Was it when they cut it off?”

“That was very painful, but was not the most painful part.”
“Was it when they cut off the sack holding the family jewels?”
“That was very painful too, but was not the most painful part.”
“What was the most painful part?”
“The part that hurt the most was when they cut my salary in
half.” ★

photo illustration sent in by Doly Orchid

by Magna Carta

▼

Yule: Silent Night,
Holy Night

pagans see our holy days taken up by a larger culture, once
Christian and now largely capitalist and commercial. How do
we select and invent our holy days from their holidaze? For
example, Samhain, or Halloween, and Yule, or under layers
of new meanings, burning witches, historical sedimentation,
remain nonetheless as festivals, or feast days. Even given
reservations about the money-making forms these holy days
have taken, we are also given ways of imagining a world at
large that celebrates this sacred time (again, living in history
and selecting and inventing myth that does the magical work
we will).

Note: I have written this article from a gay male perspective.
If readers aren’t happy with the slant, then translate feminine
for masculine where appropriate and apply corresponding
examples. I’m sure everyone can find parallels.
DEFINING SEX AND GENDER.

I

t’s quite simple. Sex is what you are biologically. I’ve got a
dick so I’m male. If I had a vagina, womb and breasts, I
would be female. Sex refers to the biological aspects of reproduction and defines what we are in those terms. Men and
women are different: and that’s that.
Biological differences, though, give rise to others which are culturally and value-based. For example, in evolutionary terms the
male hormone, testosterone, is for reproduction and survival and the female hormone, oxytocin, for mothering.
In the animal kingdom most sexual
intercourse is over in a matter of seconds. You are vulnerable while you’re
doing it and something could come
along and eat you up. So there’s no
time for cuddling or sharing feelings:
just fuck. Or, if it threatens you, kill it.
Sounds familiar?
The requirements of mothering are
quite different. The mother has to be in
tune with the infant—alert to signs of
hunger and pain. Oxytocin keeps her
right there, focused on the relationship.
So a value system develops for men and
women. Men tend to value individuality,
Women tend to value relationship.
And so it goes on. This is what gives rise to gender. Sex differences talk about male and female. Gender differences talk
about masculine and feminine.
Now it’s not so simple.
THE LEGACY: A LITTLE HISTORY HERE

T

here’s evidence that pregnant women have a greater
chance of miscarrying if they do heavy physical work. The
roles of men and women from early societies onwards have
been structured around this fact—that is, structured on sex differences defined by the reproductive process.
For example, in the Foraging (hunting and gathering) Societies
men did the hunting and women the gathering and child rearing. In Horticultural Societies, they used the hoe or simple digging-stick to get their food. This can be used safely by pregnant women so both sexes did the work and men still went
hunting. Gender roles were sharply delineated, though there
was no particular emphasis on male or female values and
there wasn’t a difference in status.

When social relations organised themselves around the basic
forces of production, and when these were operated by men,
men began to dominate the public sphere of government, education, religion, politics. Women dominated the private sphere
of family, hearth, home—male production and female reproduction.
It thus happens that Agrarian societies have the most highly
polarised structure of any societal type. It was, though, a cocreation of men and women in the face of brutal circumstances—not a male plot, nor a female plot for that matter. It
was simply the best these societies could do under the technological form of their organisation at
5 May, by Tinkerbell
that time.
We have learnt from these societies
that when the sexes are heavily
polarised—that is, when their value
spheres are sharply divided and compartmentalised—then both suffer.

There’s a theory that little boys fall
in love with their mothers: it’s
called the Oedipus Complex. But
what of little gay boys? There’s a
suggestion that they fall in love
with their fathers, getting a kind
of warm erotic buzz in their presence. The heterosexual fathers instinctively recognise that
there’s something different going on, feel uncomfortable and
so withdraw from their gay sons. Is this what I felt?

proper
male

The message comes through that we are rejected because
we’re gay and because we’re not masculine enough. So anything that is remotely feminine is seen as a threat and we want
to dissociate from it. Or anything that is remotely masculine is
seen as dangerous because we will fail and be exposed as
being a wimp. Both positions can lead to internalised homophobia.
What a dead-end!
TOWARDS A POLITICS
OF GENDER

We might accept the position and

This is basically our legacy.

a.) defiantly take on our feminine qualities, suppressing our masculinity, or

LIVING WITH A RESTRICTED
VIEW OF MASCULINITY

b.) fear anything we consider too
feminine as a threat, and suppress
our femininity.

I was brought up in a homophobic
society, (who wasn’t?) where homosexuality, was at best, ridiculed. Male was
defined as being sexually interested in
women. If, as a man, you fancied men,
you were not really male. Of course,
my sexuality wasn’t really ridiculed
much, because I was careful that very
few people knew I was gay.
I learnt shame, to lie about who I am, to split my life in half—
gay friends/straight friends—and to split feelings from my sexuality. I have been having to unlearn all of these. Kind of a
waste of time.
I also had (still do) an older brother, very close in age—close
enough to feel that we were very different. He fitted the traditional South African view of what is masculine. I didn’t.
He was like my father. I felt that my brother was the sort of son
my father wanted me to be as well. I felt I had failed my father;
and that he resented me
because I wasn’t a proper male.
My masculinity was kind of
usurped by the model they
embodied. It still feels weak
and at times unsafe to trust. I
lost out on self-confidence and,
with that, a sense of potency.
Self- esteem, self-confidence
and self-worth are all issues I

i felt that i
had failed
my father
and he...

...resented
me because
i wasn’t a

Both positions are false. One is a
blockaded and defiant mentality, blocking openness and the opportunity for
genuine self-awareness (the embattled/ snappy drag queen syndrome).
The other blocks experiences and
judges other people because of fear
(the internalised homophobic position).
Instead of having our full identity reinforced we can end up confused. Much better to acknowledge
both of our natures.
This is why gender re-definition is of such importance to gay
folk. The artificial notions of masculinity and femininity have
been the source of so much rejection and grief in our community—we have been both victims and perpetrators. If the
stereotypes can be relaxed a bit we might find greater acceptance—from society as well as from ourselves.
There is a sub-issue here:
1. Do we take traditional Masculine characteristics as belonging to men and argue that these need to be redefined and
enlarged,
2. Or do we leave masculine traits as so far defined and
understood and make the case that men (and women) are
a balance (if not, at least, a mixture) of Masculine and
Feminine qualities independent of their sex? And learn to
value these equally.
I would go largely for the latter, with a certain redefinition of
the former. It is helpful to define individuals as a mixture of

opposites—which is what we are—and it honours the individual to accept and value both masculine and feminine. It is
respectful to accept that this can be a Feminine-sort-of-Man, or
a Masculine-sort-of-Woman and value her for her masculinity,
her femininity and that she is a woman as well. It makes for a
more interesting mix.
I believe that this is what GenderFucking attempts to do—by challenging our expectations of sex and gender and by questioning
associated values. And this is why it is important to our culture generally, and to us as Queers and faeries, in particular.
REDEFINING MASCULINITY

With Biology no longer destiny when it comes to gender roles,
the wheels are set in motion for the changes that are going on
today. There is not very much you can do about the biological
given, but the concepts of masculine and feminine can be
changed in some significant ways.
Where I grew up, the concept of male was masculine and he
had to be macho—physically strong,
unfeeling, the huntin’-, fishin’-, sportin’type, etc., etc. Of course Masculine is
much wider than this.
A look at some traditional masculine
archetypes may give an idea what’s
included. The archetypes might include
The Warrior, King, Lover, Magician,
Priest, Poet and Trickster. I won’t go into
any details beyond saying that, for the
moment, the Trickster interests me most.
The Trickster turns accepted mores
upside down. He pokes fun at, satirises, disguises, and changes things from
one thing to another showing that we
cannot take anything too seriously—
life’s not like that, it is always changing. He sounds like a faerie! And,
sorry, faeries just aren’t very masculine, are they?
I want to suggest that the trickster archetype is what men are
connecting to when we drag-up, dish the gossip, and generally behave in a fabulous and outrageous way. And I want to
suggest that this is a very masculine thing to do!
In the process of doing this we might also feel quite feminine,
contacting, through fantasy, something of our feminine nature.
This can be seen as touching the realm of spiritual activity,
because in doing this we start to balance our masculine and
feminine natures, ultimately perhaps to transcend the duality
which is deeply at the heart of our existence! Men in frocks!!
What is more outrageous in terms of our society’s gender
expectations and values? And in challenging these, in turning
an apparent reality upside down (this woman is in fact a man,
or is it that this man is a woman who looks like a man? Or,
fuck it, does it matter?), what could be more Trickster. The
Trickster teaches by playing tricks to make you think.
VALUING THE MIX

A lot of men, when they get into a frock, say they experience
a feeling of power, even though their masculinity has been
continues on the following page
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Musings on Gender Issues by Tinkerbell

am still dealing with: it takes a
long time.

18 May, by Tinkerbell

Gender Fucker

The later Agrarian Culture was based on the animal drawn
plough, which cannot safely be handled by a pregnant
woman. There was a big shift as men now produced the food
stuffs. Industrialisation brought the technological means of production. The emphasis on male physical strength was replaced
with gender-neutral engines and was now no longer the determinant of power in culture.

stomp,stomp,stomp,
AAAAAAA-AH, SHIT! DAMN IT, BLAKE!
stomp,stomp!..........
Way too much Dynasty!

reinforced. Perhaps this has to
do with taking the risk of being
rejected by everyone present.
Then when it doesn’t happen,
another side comes through
and there is an experience of
somehow being both male and
female at the same time. The
opposites balanced in one person. You can feel more fully yourself rather than just the masculine part, afraid to take a risk. This is an enlarging experience, and so empowering. Odd isn’t it?
It is sometimes a relief to me to be regarded as male and not
have to be heterosexual or hugely butch to earn the privilege!
And it is fine to be regarded as feminine or masculine when
both are valued. We are currently in a transition period when
both are being redefined and recreated.
There is an African tribe that considers all people to be men.
A woman is simply someone who has the capacity to carry
and give birth to a child. There are also specific tasks that
women and men do. Like making pots. Because pots are vessels which contain and carry nourishment, they are symbolic
of the womb. And who better to infuse clay with this quality
than a woman—a womb-man? Past menopause, she becomes
a man. The old women in the society take their place with the
male elders of the village wear the same clothes and take part
in politics. Perhaps there is something in that for us.
I have sometimes wondered what it would be like if our ideas
of gender were based on something other than reproductive
processes; something trivial—like... like hair colour. Say,
women were blonde and men brunette. There would be a lot
of women in Scandinavia.
Changing sex would be as easy
as dying your hair.

...anything
masculine
as dan- gerous for fear
of being a
wimp

There would be an awful lot of
confusion but, in the end, would it
matter? It could be quite liberating being able to switch roles
according to whim or natural talents. In the end, there might not
be specific roles. It might also be
quite confusing not knowing what
roles to take on or how to self-identify, especially when you
don’t know who you are—like when you’re young. The pressure would be to find out who you really are. That’s the message of the GenderFuckers.
IN CONCLUSION

These things take a long time to change, as new focus and attitude take shape. Not least because it is difficult to know when
the past is restricting or when it is helpful and supportive as a
source of definition and identification. While there is confusion
on a social level, it is important to strive for clarity within oneself. To know what we mean by gender and to continue asking questions as to what constitutes the differences. In the end,
it is honesty that everyone values: honesty and courage.
We are changing—of course we are; it just takes time.
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So I go home with a broken heel fromSo he reached under my
stomping the biscotti and not the cabdress and felt my bulge.
driver who finally agreed to take theSmiled, for he must have
tired drag queen home but didn’t haveliked what his hand told
change for a twenty dollar bill, so hehim. “Do you like getting
stops at the gas station, takes the bill,fucked?” Do you? “No,
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Operating from Tinkerbell Tower in
London, this Honorary Dutch Faerie
has been “working bloody hard on
this” essay and her “kingdom has
been neglected” as a result. The editoress is extremely thrilled that
Tinkerbell has been keeping up not
only with her title of last year (Great
Goddess Channeler), but with the
aforementioned title as well, by becoming more and more active in our
community. The editoress is also very grateful to Tinkerbell for taking the
time to put her thoughts on paper (and of course not take up to an hour
of heart-circle time at gatherings). She knows that Tinkerbell has even
more to say and she hopes that there will be more entries from her in
the future. She also hopes for more EuroFaerie activities in England.

newsflash!!!
For those of you who haven’t yet heard, the EuroFaeries
have hired Monica Lewinsky as Kulov’s spokesperson. Since
everyone has a spokesperson these days, we felt that we
needed to keep up with the trend. Plus Monica, who seems
to be a very gifted child with lots of drama (a la Alice Miller),
needed to get away from all of the hoopla about her dress
in the U.S. and, of course, was in a serious need of a faerie
gathering. You’ll be hearing from her in the near future. ★

continued from some previous page

Franz’s Faerie Songs
A water song:

The river is flowing, flowing and growing,
The river is flowing back to the see.
Mother Earth is carying me, her child I will
always be,
Mother Earth is carying me back to the sea.
This song is a fire song and also a prayer for sunny weather:

Huate, leno leno mao te,
haiano, haiano, haiano.
And finally, a Valentine song (perhaps):

How magic is to give away,
How magic is this song.
So give away your love today,
And sing the whole day on. ★

photo by Trish-Trash

anything
that is
remotely
feminine
is seen as a
threat and...

gets out of the car, and gets it changed. But givesbut I’m not the one wearing the dress.”
me the attitude as though he’s done me suuuuuuOh dear Ms. Patricia Ireland,
uch a favor. I don’t tip him at all, of course... Yes,
what did you do last Halloween?
the biscotti, for that apple & pear cobbler—the
“Do you live close by?” I shook my head negdessert at Kokoe’s dinner, who also fed us fabulous atively. I was having too much fun before this
salad with over twenty different herbs from her conversation, there’s noooooooo way I was
garden, and that herb combination is what kept going home with this man. Harry left but Kokoe
us quite awake & wired throughout the night laughed. She must have read my thoughts.
that we ended up hopping hopelessly And, Ms. Ireland, how many
from bar to bar, she ahead and I stopping every cab drivers told you to get out of
several feet or so on the slanted sidewalks of their cars, because they didn’t
Halsted street to push that broken heel back in... go as far west as Kedzie and

Armitage? One, two, three? May
be four. For fear of gangs or for
fear of being stomped by sixinch-high wooden platforms
with silver mesh tops. Like biscotti for some apple & pear
cobbler. ‘Cause, everyone
knows the universal truth—big

Well built, nice pecks, fairly short and cute,
and with a perfectly cropped flat top. It’s
sort of eighties, style-wise, but suited him
well, especially when wearing his Levi’s
without a belt. And with a harness and
one of those thorny metal bracelets around
his well-defined bicep. The left one, I
think. Not my type, really, but I felt some
sort of an attraction for him during the fewminute-long conversation we had by the
blond wigs equal trouble. And I guess that
Dark Room of
it’s always been the case that what is not
that
over tlybig enough between your legs, had better
masculine-nobe huge in your head. Otherwise, it might
sensuality/waybe five, six, seven... and perhaps more.
too-serious bar,
But it’s actually four o’clock in the morning.
So I go home with a broken heel and
you know, the
may be a bit of a broken heart. I take the
one with the
platforms off and drop exhausted with a thunder-like
unique atmosphere. Right by that signsound on the chair by my desk. I take a deep breath and
pick up the stack of not-for-profit solicitation mail which
saying:

fight
sexism within

!

your communities

DRESS CODE: LEATHER
bigger by the day. I save it all hoping that I’d soon
& U N I F O R M O N L Y. N Ogrows
get the money to support the organizations in need, but
DRESSES! Underlined. And with another things always take priority. Like six-inch-high woodexclamation mark. “I don’t usually like dragen platforms with silver mesh tops. I rummage through it
‘til I find the letter Ms. Ireland sent me asking me to
queens, but I like you.”
“Flush Rush,” you know, that radio talk-show personality
this country loves so much. And I mark the box saying,
“You’re different.”
“You probably do this only once“Yes, I’d like to Flush Rush by becoming a member of the
National Organization for Women.” I sign my check and
a year.”
So he playedseal the envelope to be mailed the next day.
with my big messy wig, the styling of whichI can afford it—I don’t need to eat for a
Karl Lagerfeld copied from me for his lastwhile—Kokoe fed us last night. Remember that fabushow in Paris. “My name is Harry and I dolous salad with over twenty different herbs from her
hair. Get it Harry–hair. Ha!”
garden? I guess I don’t need to sleep for a while as
“I can style this in the morning, so you’d lookwell. So I don’t, but this time it’s not the salad. ★
like Marilyn Monroe.”Cast of Characters & Explanations: Kokoe is

Oh, Goddess,
what a start.
Thank
you... not.
Presumptuous.
Funny... not.

faerie and a gender warrior who’s yet to
Presumptuous, again.acome
to a EuroFaerie gathering. Patricia

“I really like the wayIreland is the President of the National
you look, your facialOrganization for Women in the United
hair and all. And you areStates. Rush Limbaugh is a conservative
not wearing any fakeradio talk-show host who hates everyone.
Halsted is a street in the BoysTown (gay) neighbreasts.”
borhood in Chicago, Kedzie & Armitage

Good, can
you say genderfuck?

are also streets in that city. Kulov
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photo by Trixy

No one showed up for the Drumming Workshop on October
10th, except for Trish-Trash and Kulov. Paul, our workshop facilitator, didn’t seem so disappointed, for he was tired from working late the previous night. Kulov has years of experience and
has learnt not to have expectations when she organizes an
event. But Trish-Trash was actually looking forward to be the
first German faerie at these drumming sessions in Amsterdam,
so he was probably most disappointed of all three. According
to our Court Astrologer, this was due to the presence of the
planet Neptune, but it would have been better if the faeries
who usually attend these workshops have phoned that they
cannot make it, so we could have cancelled the workshop and
not pay Paul the f 50,- for his efforts in preparing for it. Because
we usually get 9-10 faeries at these workshops (or any other
circles) and everyone seems to have so much fun at them, it is
presumed that there is enough interest in attending. So, from
now on, due to the relatively small size of our community, it
would be quite considerate if everyone lets the organizers
know whether they will or will not attend.
There were about 14
faeries, including some
new ones, at the Harvest
Gatherette, October 2325, at Toy-Toy & Tya-Tya’s
house near Ter Apel. The
atmosphere was quite
mellow and relaxing and
although the gathering
lacked the fabulous rituals
from their last Winter
Solstice Housewarming
gatherette, there was a
real sense of coziness and
community. Perhaps that
was due to the stormy
weather—many of the
attending faeries didn’t feel like running into the pouring rain
to be at the unveiling of our now-3-dimensional butterfly symbol. But there were lots of puppy piles and communal cooking
of fabulous food. And despite the weather, there was actually
a lot of time for harvesting and working in the garden. The
heart circles were strong and again, just as at Eunice’s Fall
Equinox a month earlier, there seemed to be a tendency to
turn them into discussion groups. Prevalent theme at this gatherette—Is There All There Is? Thanks Miz Peggy Lee and thank
you Toy-Toy & Tya-Tya for the tiny butterfly harvest and for
organizing yet another fab gatherette. And by the way, the
event raised f 200,- for our EuroFaerie Fund.
The Persephone Ritual in Paris October 30-November 1, was a
‘special gatherette’, according to Trixy. Here is her account of it:
“On Ourday several EuroFaeries from Paris, London, the Bonn
area and Amsterdam gathered at Efthimios and Supermodel’s
house. After a late supper with renewed acquaintances from
the French Faeries, most of us went their ways to get a good
night sleep or other pleasurable activities.’
‘On Sitdownday morning, we started with a recital from the
choir in which Efthimios sings. Walking through the amazing
streets of Paris—the beautiful architectural sights, we shopped
for the ritual, planned on later that day. It looked like the
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gods were preparing for the ritual too, ‘cause the winds went
stronger and the rains got heavier. By the time we went to the
woods, everyone was cold and wet. We managed to find the
same spot as in previous years. Nature got at ease, as if everything bowed in devout to the ritual. The rains dried up, the
trees whispered and the winds slowed (but alas stayed cold).
In a circle aligned with the four winds of heaven, the burial of
Persephone provided a space of personal reflection on the
past year. Along with Persephone, we buried seeds, tulip
bulbs and special personal items—words from our hearts and
wishes from our souls wishing for a new spring to come.’

E

“It was a fine, warm
photo by Trish-Trash
gatherette in a lovely
cabin towering the
romantic Ahr River
Valley, by the village
of Dernau—home of
Franz, who hosted
the weekend. PeterLiebchen, Anna-Lize
and I were the only
ones (besides Franz)
who attended, but we had two sparkling blue winter days
together. We started the Saturday with a six-hour hike through
the snowy and icy mountainous winterlands and we concluded
the day with a heart circle. I was quite happy to see that such
a small group could build such a wonderful heart-circle energy.
Anna-Lize also facilitated an angel meditation on one of the
sunny hillsides, so it was light enough for our angels to find us.’
‘Special thanks to Franz for this wonderful weekend and hopefully he can make it possible to have a gatherette there in
spring or summer.” ★
EuroFaeries, send in your accounts of experiences at any of
our EuroFaerie events!!!
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Funday, January 31: Massage Circle at Dee
Tour and Max’s house in Amsterdam. Deep winter will be
in full force, so Dee Tour was inspired to dedicate her birthday and Max her initiation into EuroFaeriedom by hosting
this massage session & circle at their nest on Marcantilaan
354 & 357 at 15:00 onwards. They invite all faeries who want
to pop out of their hibernation and stretch out a little by exchanging massages. Following the massage session, they would like to hold a heart
circle and conclude with a home-made cake and bread buffet. Dee Tour
& Max will provide the mattresses and food. Everyone brings towels,
drinks and whatever accessories you like to use during massage, such
as oil. Please RSVP at 31-20-4860377!

March

20:

Spring Equinox Day of
Beauty at Thermos Day Sauna

KEEP IN MIND THE FOLLOWING DATES:
July 2-12, 1999: Terschelling V. Perhaps the last one on the
island? Who knows! What we know though is that the owners
of the house got a letter from the police who complained
about our tents. So, keep in mind that there will be absolutely
no tents around the house at this gathering, which will reduce
the capacity of the house/number of faeries, but increase the
price per person. More complete information will be sent out
with the Spring 1999 issue of eff.
December 27, 1999 – January 2, 2000: Anti-Millennium
Celebration Gathering. Information will be sent out with the
Summer 1999 issue of eff. ★
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It doesn’t interest me how old you are, I want to know if you
will risk looking like a fool for love, for your dreams, for the
adventure of being alive.
It doesn’t interest me what planets are squaring your moon,
I want to know if you have touched the center of your own sorrow, if you have been opened by life’s betrayals, or have become
shrivelled and closed from fear of further pain!
I want to know if you can sit with pain, mine or your own,
without moving to hide it or fade it or fix it.

photo & angel by Anna-Lize

in Amsterdam (Raamstraat 33).
Just like our group attendance
there on Valentine’s Day last
year, we’ll gather at 14:00 (this
is not faerie time) in front—six
faeries get in for the price of five. Bring your ideas and props
for welcoming Spring with frolic, camp and festiveness. Please
RSVP with Lekker Ding at: tel/fax. 31-10-5120972, e-mail.
americanvoices@wxs.nl.

A

It doesn’t interest me what you do for a living, I want to know
what you ache for, and if you dare to dream of meeting your
heart’s desire.

Funday, February 28: Another EuroFaerie
Coffee Hour with Trixy at the Mankind,
Weteringstraat 60 in Amsterdam, 14:00-16:00. Let’s
use this opportunity not only to touch base and see
what we’ve all been up to, but to have group discussion
topics other than matters of the heart. Think of topics/themes and
please RSVP by phoning Trixy at 31-20-4632426.
Sitdownday,

C

The Invitation

Funday, December 20: Winter Solstice celebration at
the Faerie Farm with drumming, hosted by Lekker Ding &
Pappitje. This is another pot-luck circle (each faerie brings a vegetarian dish) which will start at 14:00 faerie time. Bring your
drums, so we can play around and see if there’s any interest in
renewing our workshops with Paul. Also, bring your reflections
on 1998 and wishes for the new year for the heart circle. Please
RSVP! For more information and directions to the Faerie Farm,
contact Pappitje at his mobile number: 31-6-51493784.

‘On the sunny Funday, we went to the Organic Marked to do
some shopping for a wonderful lunch at E&S’s. A last walk
through Paris to the banks of the Seine, with the sun providing
a romantic space for couples in love, concluded this very special gatherette in Paris.”

Here is what Trish-Trash said about the Ahrschwärming
Weekend (and of course, Kulov thought that it was pronounced as Ass-Warming):

R

Clip and place somewhere where you can easily see
this page. Also, due to the small size of our active
community, it is important that you let the organizers for each event know whether or not you can
attend. Notice new days of the week!

‘By the time we went back to the city, the gods decided the weather could have it’s way again. Rain and wind provided the hunger
for pizzas at Efthimios & Supermodel’s place. The pajama party
was (finally) a SitDown, mostly with drags and little games.’

Our first Coffee Hour on November 8, hosted by Trixy at the
Mankind in Amsterdam, started really wet and cold and slow.
Again, weather talk in Holland—what else is new? So, this
coffee talk didn’t reach full capacity until an hour and a half
after the scheduled time (about 8 or 9 faeries, including
Delicious from NYC). Faerie time? No, just bad weather. Is
there all there is? Perhaps we should use EuroFaerie Coffee
Hour for discussion groups and bring out current themes which
concern us. Trixy will be doing at least one per season, so
she’d appreciate theme suggestions. Also see the EuroFaerie
Calendar section.
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I want to know if you can be with joy, mine or your own; if you
can dance with wildness and let the ecstasy fill you, to the tips of
your fingers and toes without cautioning us to be careful, to be
realistic, or to remember the limitations of being human.
It doesn’t interest me if the story you’re telling me is true.
I want to know if you can disappoint another to be true to
yourself; if you can bear the accusation of betrayal and not
betray your own soul.
I want to know if you can be faithful and therefore
be trustworthy.
I want to know if you can see beauty even if it is not pretty every
day, and if you can source your life from God’s presence.
I want to know if you can live with failure, yours and mine,
and still stand on the edge of a lake and shout to the silver of
the full moon, “YES!”
It doesn’t interest me to know where you live or how much money
you have. I want to know if you can get up after a night of grief
and despair, weary and bruised to the bone, and do what needs
to be done for the children.
It doesn’t interest me who you are, how you came to be here. I
want to know if you will stand in the center of the fire with me
and not shrink back.
It doesn’t interest me where or what or with whom you have
studied. I want to know what sustains you from the inside when
all else falls away.
I want to know if you can be alone with yourself, and if you
truly like the company you keep in the empty moments.
Oriah Mountain Dreamer, Indian Elder
This poem was originally published in
Faeriegram, the newsletter of the New
York faeries (sent in by Sean Clarke of
Boston). Don’t forget Valentine’s Day on
February 14th!

photo: Marshall/Kulov
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Kulov will be in the US until January 7th. If you need to contact her, please wait until after this date, or leave her a message for urgent matters, matters of the heart, or just for fun at:
1-312-409-3603.
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EuroFaeries, send in your announcements, either personal or
about events pertaining to faeriedom!!!

gender
T

C

Kamil Kellner is having a Winter Solstice & Christmas celebration for faeries & friends at his home in London—9 p.m.,
on December 24th, at 59 Kentish Town Road, NW1 8NX.
Kindly bring a bottle of bubbly and/or a thrilling gift costing
less than £5.00. Glamorous & excessive attire to wear & share
is also quite appreciated it. Please RSVP with Kamil: 44-171284-1964. ★

Is there any interest in having more drumming workshops with
Paul? Please let Kulov know before February 15 at 31-204204531.

N
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We have a new mailing address: PO Box 2721, 1000 CS
Amsterdam, the Netherlands (also check return label below).
Make a note of it, for all snail-mail correspondence from now
on should be directed there.

EuroFaeries who’ve ordered Two Flutes Playing, Andrew
Ramer’s book, and have not inquired back for their order, must
do so with Kulov before January 15th. It is totally OK if you’ve
ordered the book but have since changed your mind—your
order will be offered to other interested faeries. Just let Kulov
know about it (see address info below).
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lots of winter
reading
interview with
Will Roscoe
valentine
Tinkerbell’s
musings on wishes
gender
songs
berdaches solsticefaerie
Kulov’s Stomp
f
gender
fuckers
Franz’snews
Songs
events happenings
Magna Carta’s Yule
gender jokes
muuuuch more...
call
Next issue will explore language, so if you’re not a native English speaker, please submit
for
entries your entry in your own language and with an English translation. Please submit your entries
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electronically, on disk, along with a hard copy of your text. Summer issue topic: sex (perhaps)?

The deadline for receiving materials for the spring issue is February 15
eff (EuroFaerie Facts) is edited and designed by Kulov. Send your comments, inquiries and entries (please inquire about electronic formats beforehand)
to: PO Box 2721, 1000 CS Amsterdam, The Netherlands, tel/fax: 31-20-4204531. Sincerest appologies go to those faeries whose photographs, as
part of the EuroFaeries’ archives, were used without permission.
Please photocopy and distribute this newsletter or phone/fax to request additional original copies at f 7,50 each. © 1998.

PO Box 2721
1000 CS Amsterdam
THE NETHERLANDS
www.eurofaerie.org

